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Background
Most musical instruments are wooden, exotic or precious 
woods. These woods have substandard environmental 
standings. Due to this, there is a need for synthetic materials to 
replace wood usage.
 The most desired woods are endangered and have limited 
availability[1]: Rosewood, Mahogany, and Ebony
 Most important qualities these tone woods are the sound 
qualities: resonance and color(tone)
 Qualities determined by Young’s Modulus, density, 
hardness, moisture, temperature adaptability, and 
grain direction
 Few companies produce instruments from synthetic 
materials because they lack desired sound qualities
Data Acquisition
 Interview with a Percussion Educator and 
Instrument Builder: acquire knowledge on instrument 
building and materials
 Percussionists Survey: obtain information on the most 
sought-after qualities in the various percussion 
instruments
 Lab: Use of sound recording software to view sound 
waves off different instruments
Method
 In lab: 
 The same key will be struck on each instrument
 Each key will be struck approximately 9 inches 
from the surface of the instrument
 Struck with same mallet (2 types of mallets)
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 The vibrational analysis of sound recorded waves shows the 
difference in wooden marimbas and marimbas made of 
synthetic materials:
 Sound waves are visually different
 Sound waves are more resonant on synthetics
 These results provide a basis for identifying and 
characterizing new materials for instrument construction.
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Interview Data
 Essential to use a hard, dense wood when making 
marimba which possesses percussionist’s desired 
qualities
 When making marimba, carefully assess the 
grain direction and hardness of wood to properly 
sand and cut the bar into pitch
[2]
Sought-after Qualities
Qualities Drums Mallet 
Instruments
Auxiliary Heads and 
Sticks
Durability x x x x
Resonance x x x x
Quality Sound x x x x
Response x x x x
Tunability x x x
Weight x x
Transportability x
Pitch Match x x
Appearance x x x
Results
 Surveyed 10 percussionist ranging from 
percussion educator, performer, and student
Qualities Drums Mallet 
Instruments
Auxiliary Heads and 
Sticks
Durability 5 5 1 6
Resonance 4 9 4 1
Quality Sound 6 4 7 4
Response 1 1 1 4
Tunability 4 1 1
Weight 4 7
Transportability 2
Pitch Match 1 2
Appearance 1 1 1
Number of Responses to Each Quality
Lab Vibration  Results
Sound Waves Low 
C Marimba
Sound Waves Low C 
Synthetic Marimba
Sound Waves Middle C 
Marimba







 Visibly sound waves are different and the sustain on 
synthetics are far greater
